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To the Members
The International Group of P&I Clubs launches a safety animation to help prevent the loss of life in enclosed
spaces on board ships

Too many lives are lost unnecessarily when seafarers or shore-based personnel enter enclosed spaces on board ships.
The International Group has collaborated to produce a safety training animation that draws attention to the risk of
entering such spaces without first taking preventive and protective measures.

Link to the International Group’s website
Link to the International Group’s LinkedIn account

Enclosed spaces exist on ships of all types and sizes and the animation highlights different scenarios that could lead
to the tragic loss of life in areas on ships where oxygen levels are depleted. Despite the safety requirements described
in SOLAS Regulation XI-1/7, all Group Clubs continue to see fatalities caused by oxygen depletion in confined or
enclosed spaces on ships. The safety animation highlights the importance of observing the statutory requirements
described in SOLAS and compliance with best practice procedures onboard ships, to mitigate the risk of further
unnecessary deaths.
The International Group has undertaken research into fatalities arising from enclosed spaces during the period of 2015
to 2020. Of the 83 deaths that occurred in enclosed spaces, 53% of deaths were due to oxygen depletion and over
60% of the incidents were located in the cargo hold.
The overriding message, running throughout the video, is “Stop, Think, Stay Alive”.
The six Acts comprise:
Act 1 – “External Pressure”
Act 2 – “Time Pressure”
Act 3 – “Procedures, Practices and Equipment”
Act 4 – “Preparation and Communication”
Act 5 – “Unsafe Situations”
Act 6 – “Emergency Drills”
The Chair of the International Group’s Ships Technical Committee – Louise Hall, said:
“The International Group clubs have collaborated to produce this important safety animation that highlights the risks
https://www.piclub.or.jp

to seafarers of all ranks and shore-based personnel when they enter enclosed spaces on ships. Tragically, we
continue to see cases where rescuers who attempt to save their colleagues in peril also succumb when they too
discover they cannot breathe due to oxygen depletion. These awful incidents occur too often, and I welcome the interclub collaboration that has resulted in this important safety initiative that aims to reduce the number of such incidents.”
We hope that this animation will help you navigate your ships safely.
Yours faithfully,
The Japan Ship Owners’ Mutual Protection & Indemnity Association
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